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“May You Live in Interesting Times”

Economic Outlook and Market Commentary – Gustin D. Fox-Smith, AIF®, ChFC®
Although it is apocryphal, having never been attributed
to a verified Chinese source, it is said in the West that
“May You Live in Interesting Times” is a traditional
Chinese curse. Considering our current chilly relations
with China coinciding with so many economic events
that have never been seen before, it appears this curse
may actually be in play right now.
When it comes to our dealings with China, I am in
disagreement with our media and government who
continue to believe we will soon reach a trade deal that
will de-escalate the tariff wars in which we are currently
engaged. I am convinced that no trade deal will be
reached anytime soon for several reasons.
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Put yourself in President Jinping’s shoes for a moment and consider the landscape from his perspective.
Tariffs and the resulting drop in manufacturing and labor activity driven by the West have greatly affected the
Chinese economy. However, China has been buying precious metals in record quantities for over a decade
and has plenty of resources to wait this out for a good while longer. He is also aware that President Trump
has no desire to have a trade war continuing into campaign season, which will begin in earnest in January. So,
if he can just hold out a few more months, this problem perhaps goes away. Additionally, it is possible that
Trump will not win a second term and that means Jinping will be dealing with someone new. They might even
be an establishment
candidate who could
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causing a global slowdown in trading activity, which is now causing many countries to fall into recession.
Perhaps China has given us the curse as there are many “interesting” things happening in the global economy
today. You may be aware that several countries including Germany, Japan, and Switzerland are now issuing
10yr treasury bonds with a negative interest rate. You heard that right, in Switzerland with their -0.5% rate
you can buy a $10,000 bond today and receive $9,500 upon selling the bond after 10 years. Also, earlier this
month Germany issued the world’s first 30 year treasury bonds with a 0% interest rate and had no problems
selling them. These low rates have other effects too. Denmark pegs it’s mortgage rates to the German 10 yr
note, which means the banks in Denmark are currently paying people to borrow money to buy a house,
bizarro world anyone?
Moreover, our banks are reluctant to lend money (which is like cutting off the fuel source of the growth
engine) because the yield curve is flat. A flat curve means the rate banks charge for loans is equal to what
they pay on deposits, resulting in loans not being profitable. The FED continued to sell Treasuries the first 6
months of the year without regard to the fact that it was creating a headwind for stocks. However, when
those sales would actually help the situation, like right now, they pause their selling and sit. They still have
$3.5Trillion in Treasury bonds they need to sell and doing so would push bond prices down and rates up,
thereby bringing back the yield curve and profitable loan rates for the banks.
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Many investors have accepted that a mild recession will occur in the near term and they have reallocated their
investments (protectively) as a result. We are seeing the fear trade moving into the defensive sectors
(Utilities, Cons. Staples, Health Care,) which we already own, so it benefits us. The economy remains on a very
strong foundation (See charts above) and I expect still has much more growth to deliver. However, with so
many now sitting in defensive positions waiting for a market event, I do not expect the market to march ahead
much further until we can say the recession and market correction are behind us. Nervous investors are in a
wait and see position and, without their trading volume, the market can hold its own; but should not be
setting new highs. Once we get it over with, we should be back on the growth march quickly.

The good news is that I do not expect the market correction in response to this recession will be anywhere
close to the pain we saw in the last two, which saw market declines of over 50%. In those cases the market
was astronomically overvalued (2000) or we had a severe shock to our financial core, the banks (2008). This
time around, the recession is coming from lower global trade, as a result of Tariffs, and should produce closer
to the average market reaction to a recession, about 23%. Then, we will have so much cash on the sidelines
that I expect investors will rush in and buy the market back up rapidly. It will be behind us and we can get
back to growth!
It should not be long now, as you can see in the charts below, manufacturing and business sentiment has
dropped, and those are the first signs of a slowdown

“What is a QCD and How can it Save me Money??”

As you know, we are always looking for ways to save you a few bucks and this one will work for most.
If you did not itemize deductions due to the
much higher personal exemptions on last years’
taxes, you are over age 70, and you are currently
taking RMD’s, we may be able to save you some
money this year.
The IRS requires that each year, beginning when
you turn 70 ½, you must take a specific
withdrawal amount (Required Minimum
Distribution – RMD) from your IRA’s, which is a
taxable event.
Even donating the withdrawal to charity, which
used to cancel out the taxation, no longer helps if
you do not itemize. Solution? The Qualified
Charitable Distribution (QCD).
In simple terms, the IRS allows you to transfer
funds from your IRA directly to the bank of a
charity of your choice. This is not taxable to you,
but you are still allowed to count those funds as a
part of your RMD for the current tax year,
thereby reducing your taxable income while it
still satisfies your RMD requirement.
Source: Fidelity Investments

To take advantage of the QCD option, there are a few things you need to be aware of:
•
•
•
•

Your Charities must be 501(c)(3) charities
The account owner must be over 70 ½
Funds must transfer directly from the IRA to the charity’s account
You cannot receive anything of value in return for the donation,
tickets or a meal for example.

I am not recommending you vastly increase your giving, but it would be
wise to do a little planning around what you are already giving to causes
that are important to you. For instance, if you place a $20 bill in the
collection plate at church every week, that adds up to $1,000 per year.
Simply tell your pastor that they will not be getting weekly donations
anymore, but that you are still going to give them same amount, it is just
going to come all at once each year.
If you do a little planning around this, you can make most of your
donations out of pre-tax dollars rather than after tax money at home,
saving you between $250 - $400 in taxes on every $1,000 donated,
depending on your tax rate. And, yes, you may donate the entire RMD if
you wish.
When it comes time for your RMD to be processed in 2020, we will be
sure to ask if you want to do a portion or all of the withdrawal as a QCD.
If you wish to make a QCD, we will need the full name of the charitable
organization, their address, and their Tax ID#, which they will give you if
you call and ask for it. Pass that info along to us and we will take care of
the rest.

Financial Trivia
Last quarter’s trivia question was:
“Which currently active stock
exchange is the oldest in the
World?” With the bonus question
of: “What year did it open and
what was the first stock traded?”
The answer was The Amsterdam
Stock Exchange opened in 1602,
established by the Dutch East India
Company who issued their own
shares as the first shares for trading
on the exchange. Congratulations to
Lisa H. for correctly answering this
and the bonus question in record
time!

This quarter’s question:

Most are aware that a
down market is referred to
as Bear market and a
rising market is called a
Bull. Why were those two
animals chosen?
E-mail your answers to Erin at
erin@fswealth.biz and we will
award a prize to the first correct
answer (Be honest, no “googling”
it!)
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